Preliminaries
The non symmetric Fineler Bpace has been defined and studied by Upadhyay and Sharma [1] , it is based on a non symmetric metric tensor g^ixji). In the present paper we shall define and study conformal non symmetric Finsler spaoe and conclude that the factor of proportionality is also a function of line element (x,i).
Let' us consider an n-dimensional non symmetric Finsler space (NS-Fn), in which the distance between two neighbouring points x 1 and x*+dx^ is given by (1.1) ds = Fix 1 , dx 1 ), i = 1,2,3,...,n, i i where the distance function F(x , dx ) satisfies the properties of [2] . The metric tensor g^fx.x) is defined as def
where h^(x,x) and k^(x,x) represent the symmetric and, skew symmetric parts of g^^(x,jx) respectively; 
ihe coefficients E;L(x t x) and W* (x.x) are defined as mp * mp
Conformai correspondenoe
In this section we shall define conformai NS-Fn, by .considering two distinct distance functions F(x,x) and F(x,x) over NS-Fn and NS-Fn respectively and obtain some relations.
Let F(x,x) and F(x,x) be defined over NS-Fn and NS-Fn respectively» The two metrics of the corresponding space will be said to be conformal if there exists a factor of proportionality 6(x,x) between the two metric tensors, i.e.
Differentiating (2.1) partially with respect to x k and using (1.3) we get (2.2) B ijk = 6B i;)k + 6 k&i y, (6 fc = 9 fc 6).
Since coefficients and B^^ are non symmetric in the first two indices, it follows that Thus it is interesting to note the following results:
The factor of proportionality 6(x,x) is an arbitrary function of the line element and it is homogeneous of degree zero in directional arguments.
Transvecting both sides of (2.2) by h 111^ and using (2.1a) we get (2.5) . 6 2 B? 3 • (66 k )h^l a .
Let us consider the distance function P(x,x) and F(x,x) which are related by Thus we have Theorem 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for quantities E^ iâî t0 satisf^ ^e rela,,;i on Ej = 6 2 EJ is that the function 6(x t x) be independent of the positional arguments.
3. The tensor Njj^U,*) In this section we shall define contravariant quantities N^x.x) in terms of E^(x,i) and obtain symmetric coefficients N^ as follows <'q A commutation formula resulting from U*-differentiation can 3 also be obtained, but this has not been considered here by us,
